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a b s t r a c t
In [G.L. Chia, Siew-Hui Ong, Generalized knight’s tours on rectangular chessboards, Discrete
Applied Mathematics 150 (2005) 80–98], Chia and Ong proposed the notion of the
generalized knight’s tour problem (GKTP). In this paper, we address the 3D GKTP, that is,
the GKTP on 3D chessboards of size L×M×N , where L ≤ M ≤ N . We begin by presenting
several sufficient conditions for a 3D chessboard not to admit a closed or open generalized
knight’s tour (GKT) with given move patterns. Then, we turn our attention to the 3D GKTP
with (1, 2, 2) move. First, we show that a chessboard of size L × M × N does not have a
closed GKT if either (a) L ≤ 2 or L = 4, or (b) L = 3 and M ≤ 7. Then, we constructively
prove that a chessboard of size 3×4s×4t with s ≥ 2and t ≥ 2must contain a closed GKT.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The knight’s tour problem (KTP) is an interestingmathematical problem, and its history can be dated back to Euler and De
Moivre [2]. In the past decade, the KTP has received considerable interest [11,8,5,6,9,7]. Recently, Chia and Ong [3] initiated
the study of the so-called generalized knight’s tour problem (GKTP) by considering themore general (a, b)move rather than
the (1, 2) move. In [10,4], the KTP was generalized to the 3D situation, still with (1, 2) move.
In this paper, we address the 3D GKTP with (a, b, c) move, that is, the GKTP on 3D chessboards of size L × M × N ,
where L ≤ M ≤ N . We begin by presenting several sufficient conditions for a 3D chessboard not to admit a closed or open
generalized knight’s tour (GKT) with given move patterns. Then, we turn our attention to the 3D GKTP with (1, 2, 2) move.
First, we show that a chessboard of size L×M × N does not have a closed GKT if either (a) L ≤ 2 or L = 4, or (b) L = 3 and
M ≤ 7. Then, we constructively prove that a chessboard of size 3× 4s× 4t with s ≥ 2 and t ≥ 2must contain a closed GKT.
2. Preliminaries
An L×M×N chessboard is a 3-dimension array of cube cells arranged in L rows,M columns andN levels, which is plotted
in a x–y–z coordinate system. Fig. 1 presents a 3× 4× 8 3D chessboard. Without loss of generality, we assume L ≤ M ≤ N .
We consider the following move type on 3D chessboards. Suppose the cells of the L ≤ M ≤ N chessboard are (i, j, k)
where 0 ≤ i ≤ L − 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ M − 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1. A move from cell (i, j, k) to cell (r, s, t) is termed an (a, b, c)-
knight’s move if {|r − i|, |s− j|, |t − k|} = {a, b, c}. For a given (a, b, c)-knight’s move on an L×M × N chessboard, there
is associated with it a graph whose vertex set and edge set are {(i, j, k)|0 ≤ i ≤ L− 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ M − 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1} and
{(i, j, k)(r, s, t)|0 ≤ i, r ≤ L − 1, 0 ≤ j, s ≤ M − 1, 0 ≤ k, t ≤ N − 1, {|r − i|, |s − j|, |t − k|} = {a, b, c}} respectively.
Let G((a, b, c), L,M,N) denote this graph, or just G(L,M,N) for simplicity if the move (a, b, c) is understood or not to be
emphasized.
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Fig. 1. The 3× 4× 8 3D chessboard.
A closed (a, b, c)-knight’s tour is a series of (a, b, c)-knight’smoves that visits every small cube of the L×M×N chessboard
exactly once and then returns to the starting cube. The generalized knight’s tour problem (GKTP) asks: which L × M × N
chessboards admit a closed (a, b, c)-knight’s tour? This amount to asking: which graph G((a, b, c), L,M,N) is Hamiltonian?
There are two common tours to consider on the rectangular parallelepiped. One is to tour the six exterior L×M, L× N ,
orM×N boards that form the rectangular parallelepiped. Qing andWatkins [10] recently showed that a (1, 2)-knight’s tour
exists on the exterior of the cube n×n×n for all n. The focus of this paper is the (a, b, c)-knight’s tour within the N stacked
copies of the L×M board that form the rectangular parallelepiped, that is the 3D chessboards.
3. Some results of (a, b, c)-knight’s move
Theorem 1. Suppose the L×M × N chessboard admit a closed (a, b, c)-knight’s tour, where a < b ≤ c and L ≤ M ≤ N. Then
(i) a+ b+ c is odd and not all a, b, c are equal;
(ii) L or M or N is even;
(iii) L ≥ a+ b;
(iv) N ≥ 2c.
Proof. The theorem is an extension of the results by Chia and Ong (Ref. [3]) concerning generalized knight’s tours on
2D chessboards. Obviously, the observations in Theorem 2 of Ref. [3] are easily extended to (a, b, c)-knight’s tour on the
L×M × N chessboard. 
Theorem 2. Suppose 1 < a ≤ b ≤ c. Then no open (a, b, c)-knight’s tour on the (a+ 1)× (a+ b+ 1)× (c + 1) chessboard
is possible, where a, b and c are positive integers.
Proof. Note that the vertex (a, b, c) is of degree 0 on the (a + 1) × (a + b + 1) × (c + 1) chessboards, so that the open
(a, b, c)-knight’s tour is impossible. 
To drawmore conclusions we introduce certain graphical concepts. When we remove a vertex v from a graph Gwe also
remove all edges incident with v.
Theorem 3. Suppose c > 1. Then no closed (1, c, c)-knight’s tour on the (c + 1) × M × N chessboard is possible, where
M = 2c + 1, 2c + 2, . . . , 3c, 3c + 1, . . . , 4c − 1.
Proof. (1) For the caseM = 2c+1, 2c+2, . . . , 3c , the graphG((1, c, c), c+1,M,N) contains the subgraph in Fig. 2. Observe
that the two dark vertices (c, 1, 1) and (c, 2c + 1, 1) are of degree 2 and they share the same neighborhood which means
that these 4 vertices induce a cycle of length 4 which is contained in Hamiltonian cycle, a contradiction. So, we conclude
that no Hamiltonian cycle exists for the (c + 1)×M × N chessboard.
(2) For the case M = 3c + 1, 3c + 2, . . . , 4c − 1, the graph G((1, c, c), c + 1,M,N) contains the subgraph in Fig. 3. We
just need to observe that the two dark vertices (c, c, 1) and (c, 3c, 1) are of degree 2 and they share the same neighborhood
whichmeans that these 4 vertices induce a cycle of length 4which is contained in a Hamiltonian cycle, a contradiction. Thus,
we conclude that no Hamiltonian cycle exists for the (c + 1)×M × N chessboard. 
Theorem 4. Suppose c > 1. Then no open (1, c, c)-knight’s tour on the (c+1)×M×N chessboard is possible, where N < 3c+1.
Proof. The graphG((1, c, c), c+1,M,N) contains the subgraph in Fig. 4. The vertices (c, 1, 1), (c, 1, 2c+1) and (c, 2c+1, 1)
are of degree 2. For any graph G having a Hamiltonian path, removing any set of k vertices can leave at most k+1 connected
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Fig. 2. A subgraph in G((1, c, c), c + 1,M,N), whereM ∈ {2c + 1, 2c + 2, . . . , 3c}.
Fig. 3. A subgraph in G((1, c, c), c + 1,M,N), whereM ∈ {3c + 1, 3c + 2, . . . , 4c − 1}.
Fig. 4. A subgraph in G((1, c, c), c + 1,M,N), whereM < 3c + 1,N < 3c + 1.
components. Since removing vertices (c − 1, c + 1, c + 1) and (c + 1, c + 1, c + 1) from G((1, c, c), c + 1,M,N) can leave
at least four components. We must conclude that no Hamiltonian path exists for the (c + 1)×M × N chessboard. 
Theorem 5. Suppose L = 2(ak+ l), where 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ a. Then the L×M × N chessboard admits no closed (a, a+ 1, a+ 1)-
knight’s tour, where a is odd.
Lemma 1 ([3]). Suppose the vertices of anm×n chessboard B are colored in equal amount with two colors, red and blue. Suppose
further that every red vertex is adjacent only to the blue vertices and that at least one blue vertex is adjacent to a blue vertex. Then
B admits no closed (a, b)-knight’s tour.
It is clear that the Lemma 1 is true for 3D chessboards. We prove Theorem 5 in the following:
Proof. The assertion is a generalization of Theorem 8 in Ref. [3]. The argument is analogous to that for Theorem 8 in Ref. [3],
with the modification that the wholeM × N plane chessboard is colored instead of coloring the rows only. 
Similarly, we can prove the following result. It is a 3D version of Theorem 8 of Ref. [3].
Theorem 6. Suppose L = 2(ak+ l), where 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ a. Then the L×M×N chessboard admits no closed (a, a, a+1)-knight’s
tour, where a is even.
Theorem 7. Suppose L = a(k + 2l) where 1 ≤ l ≤ k/2. Then the L × M × N chessboard admits no closed (a, ak, ak)-knight’s
tour, where a is odd and k is even.
Proof. This is a 3D version of Theorem 7 of Ref. [3]. Note that in this case, the condition that ‘‘k is even’’ is an imposed
condition (unlike Theorem 7 of [3] where ‘‘k is even’’ is a forced condition). The proof is similar to the one given in Ref. [3]
with rows replaced byM × N plane chessboards and with the slight modification mentioned above. 
4. (1, 2, 2)-knight’s move
In this section, we shall focus our attention on the (1, 2, 2)-knight’s move. We can prove the following:
Theorem 8. The L× M × N chessboard with L ≤ M ≤ N does not admit a closed (1, 2, 2)-knight’s tour if one of the following
conditions holds:
(i) L,M and N are odd;
(ii) L ≤ 2;
(iii) L = 3 and M ≤ 7;
(iv) L = 4.
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow directly from Theorem 1. (iii) follows directly from Theorem 3with c = 2. (iv) follows directly from
Theorem 5 with a = k = l = 1. 
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Fig. 5. 8× 16 chessboard closed (1, 2)-knight’s tour.
(a) The first row.
(b) The second row.
(c) The third row.
Fig. 6. A closed (1, 2, 2)-knight’s tour in the 3× 8× 16 chessboard.
Theorem 9. Suppose L = 3,M = 4s,N = 4t, where s ≥ 2, t ≥ 2. Then the L × M × N chessboard admits a closed (1, 2, 2)-
knight’s tour.
Proof. First note that, by Theorem 1 of Ref. [7], the 4s× 4t chessboard admits a closed (1, 2)-knight’s tour.
Let C denote a closed (1, 2)-knight’s tour on the 4s× 4t chessboard. We wish to construct a closed (1, 2, 2)-knight’s tour
on the 3× 4s× 4t chessboard based on C .
Let C∗ = v1v2, . . . , vnv1 denote the resulting Hamiltonian cycle where v1, v4, v7, . . . , vn−2 (respectively v2, v5,
v8, . . . , vn−1 and v3, v6, v9, . . . , vn) are vertices on the first (respectively second and third) row of the L×M×N chessboard.
Notice that the vertex (1, i, j) is adjacent to the vertex (2, r, s) where (r, s) ∈ {(i + 2, j + 2), (i − 2, j + 2), (i + 2, j −
2), (i− 2, j− 2)} and that vertex (2, r, s) adjacent to (3, i, j).
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The idea of the construction is described as follows. Let C = (i1, j1)(i2, j2) · · · (i4s, j4t)(i1, j1) denote the givenHamiltonian
cycle. Start with the vertex (i1, j1) and the edge (i1, j1)(i2, j2) of C , we construct a path (1, i1, j1)(2, r, s)(3, i1, j1)(1, i2, j2) of
C∗ where
(r, s) =

(i1 + 2, j1 + 2) if i1 (mod 4) ∈ {1, 2} , j1 (mod 4) ∈ {1, 2}
(i1 + 2, j1 − 2) if i1 (mod 4) ∈ {1, 2} , j1 (mod 4) ∈ {0, 3}
(i1 − 2, j1 + 2) if i1 (mod 4) ∈ {0, 3} , j1 (mod 4) ∈ {1, 2}
(i1 − 2, j1 − 2) if i1 (mod 4) ∈ {0, 3} , j1 (mod 4) ∈ {0, 3} .
Repeat the above construction for the edge (i2, j2)(i3, j3) by replacing i1 and j1 with i2 and j2 respectively. Continue in this
manner until all the edges of C have been covered. The result is the required Hamiltonian cycle C∗. 
For example, Fig. 5 depicts a closed (1, 2)-knight’s tour in the 8× 16 chessboard. Fig. 6 depicts a closed (1, 2, 2)-knight’s
tour in the 3 × 8 × 16 chessboard. Fig. 6(a)–(c) depict the first row, the second row and the third row, respectively of the
chessboard.
5. Conclusions
We have considered a new GKTP with (a, b, c) move in a 3D chessboard. In addition to presenting several sufficient
conditions for a 3D chessboard not to admit a closed or open GKT with the given move patterns, a constructive method that
can be used to find 3× 4s× 4t chessboard GKT is given. In [1] the knight’s tour is generalized tom-dimensional chessboard
and an intelligence algorithmproposed to find a solution of them-dimensional GKTP.We are attempting to find the sufficient
conditions for anm-dimensional chessboard not to admit a closed or open GKT with the given move patterns.
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